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Abstract 
The use of sets in declarative programming has been advocated by several authors in the 
literature. A representation ften chosen for finite sets is that of scons, parallel to the list con- 
structor cons. The logical theory for such constructors i usually tacitly assumed to be some 
formal system of classical set theory. However, classical set theory is formulated for a general 
setting, dealing with both finite and infinite sets, and not making any assumptions about par- 
ticular set constructors. In giving logical-consequence semantics for programs with finite sets, 
it is important to know exactly what connection exists between sets and set constructors. The 
main contribution of this paper lies in establishing these connections rigorously. We give a for- 
mal system, called SetAx, designed around the scons constructor. We distinguish between two 
kinds of set constructors, cons(x,y) and dscons(x,y), where both represent {x} t.J y, but x ~ y 
is possible in the former, while x g y holds in the latter. Both constructors find natural uses in 
specifying sets in logic programs. The design of SetAx is guided by our choice of scons as a 
primitive symbol of our theory rather than as a defined one, and by the need to deduce non- 
membership relations between terms, to enable the use of dscons. Alter giving the axioms Se- 
tAx, we justify it as a suitable theory for finite sets in logic programming by (i) showing that 
the set constructors indeed behave like finite sets; (ii) providing a framework for establishing 
the correctness of set unification; and (iii) defining a Herbrand structure and providing a basis 
for discussing logical consequence semantics tbr logic programs with finite sets. Together, 
these results provide a rigorous tbundation for the set constructors in the context of logical 
semantics. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords." Set constructors; Finite sets; Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory; Logical-consequence; 
Semantics; Freeness axioms; Set unification; Herbrand structure 
I. Introduction 
The use of sets ha~ been advocated by several authors in the literature on logic pro- 
gramming [5,6,8,14,17,20] and deductive databases [1,2,26]. In studying the inclusion 
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of sets in logic programs, it is natural to study finite sets at first. A representation 
often chosen for finite sets is that of scons, parallel to the list constructor cons. 
The use of this constructor for declarative programming was first introduced in 
[16] and has been advocated by other authors in the literature as well. The logical 
theory for such constructors i usually tacitly assumed to be some formal system 
of classical set theory, such as Zermelo-Fraenkel (ZF) set theory [7,29]. However, 
classical set theory is formulated for a general setting, dealing with both finite and 
infinite sets, and not making any assumptions about particular set constructors. In 
giving logical-consequence semantics for logic programs with finite sets, it is impor- 
tant to know exactly what connection exists between sets and set constructors. The 
main contribution of this paper lies in establishing these connections rigorously, 
thereby filling an important gap in the literature. 
We give a formal system, called SetAx, whose purpose is to facilitate giving logical 
semantics for logic programs involving finite sets and set constructors. We can dis- 
tinguish two kinds of set constructors: cons(x,y) and dscons(x,y). In both cases, the 
set represented is {x} u y. However, in the former, x E y is possible, whereas in the 
latter, x ~ 3' is required to hold. The dscons is called the disjoint set constructor (from 
{x} n y = 0). Both constructors find natural uses in specifying sets in logic programs. 
The scons is used for specifying sets in terms of parts that may well overlap with each 
other. The dscons is used for specifying sets in terms of an element and remainder. 
The scons constructor in [15-17] has been used in both senses- on the left-hand sides 
of rules it was used to mean dscons, while on the right-hand sides of rules it was used 
to mean scons. 
Two factors complicate the design of SetAx: First, scons is a primitive symbol in 
our theory, rather than a defined one. This is natural in logic programming where 
data constructors are primitive symbols and form the basis of a Herbrand domain. 
As a result, possible simplifications in the classical axiom~ have to be investigated, 
because appropriate sets are guaranteed to exist by virtue of being nameable by 
scons terms, i.e., terms formed from st.ons. The other factor is that, because of the 
dst'ons constructor, we need to be able to deduce nonmembership relations, and as 
a consequence, certain inequalities between objects. As a result, an appropriate set 
of freeness axioms have to be investigated. The freeness axioms should be such that 
terms that are not provably equal from the other axioms can be proved to be unequal 
using the freeness axioms. 
A natural question that arises at the outset is whether we could have adapted 
some well-known axiom system instead of SetAx.  An obvious candidate is ZF with- 
out the axiom of infinity (ZF-), together with a definition for scons, such as 
set(),) ~ scons(x ,y )= {x} Uy, and an axiom like set (x ) - , f in i te (x )  that makes all 
sets finite. Another candidate might be the von-Neumann-Bernays-Goedel (vNBG) 
axiomatization of set theory, especially the clauses given by Boyer et al. [3]. The 
choice of scons as a primitive symbol, however, allows simplifications in the axioms; 
the axiom system SetAx was developed by exploring the precise nature of these sim- 
plifications. For example, in the above definition of scons, the axiom in ZF express- 
ing the closure of union is required to justify the definition. With scons as a primitive, 
such an axiom becomes unnecessary due to the presence of certain scons terms. We 
find that the axioms SetAx do have a simpler form than ZF- or vNBG - almost all 
of them are in definite clausal form - with intuitive 'permutation' and 'absorption' 
properties of scons forming the basis of its equational theory, instead of extension- 
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ality of ZF or vNBG. We first described this axiom system in [12], and a different 
axiomatization of this set constructor v~as formulated in [4,5] for the { log } program- 
ming language. We provide a detailed comparison between these two systems in Sec- 
tion 8. 
After giving the axioms SctAx, we justify it as a suitable theory for finite sets in 
logic programming. A primary concern with SetAx is its consistency, especially given 
the presence of inequality assertions in its freeness axioms. We therefore first build a 
model for SetAx through an inductive construction. We then show that the set con- 
structors indeed behave like finite sets in classical set theory. That is, we show that 
SetAx-, i.e., SetAx without he freeness axioms, is equivalent to ZF restricted to finite 
sets. We use ZF for this purpose, rather than vNBG, since ZF is generally better 
known. To justify the freeness axioms, basically we necd to show that if 
SetAx-~(tm = t2) then SetAx ~ ~(tm = t,_). That is, terms that are not provably equal 
from the rest of the axioms can be proved unequal with the aid of the freeness axi- 
oms. We also show that either SetAx ~ (t~ = t,.) or SetAx ~ (tl = t2), thereby showing 
that SetAx is complete for all equality atoms of the above form. 
In order to justify the freeness axioms, we appeal to unification, as the two are 
closely related. The unification procedure for set constructors i far more involved 
than first-order unification since the set constructors have a nontrivial equality the- 
ory. As a consequence, the unification of two set terms could result in multiple max- 
imally general unifiers. For example, unifying {x,.v} = { !, 2} results in two solutions: 
(i) {x ~ 1, y ~ 2}, and (ii) {x ~ 2, 3' ~ I }. A very brief sketch of such a unification 
procedure was first given in [17] and subsequently improved upon in [4]. Our set uni- 
fication procedure isbased upon that in [5], but our presentation follows the conven- 
tions and definitions laid out in [! 8], i.e., the unification procedure is presented using 
rewrite rules, and explicit existential quantification is used lbr the new variables in- 
troduced uring unification. Such an approach is necessitated since we have an un- 
typed system, unlike the axiom system in [5]; it also f~:ilitates a simpler statement o " 
the theorems pertaining to the justification of ti"eeness. 
The unification of terms built up Ii"om scons is a very special case of ACI-uniti- 
cation [19]. Examples of ACl-unification include the unitication of set terms 
built up the u (union) constructor and unification in Boolean rings [24]. The inter- 
ested reader may consult the Ref. [27] for a catalog of several different types of 
unification problems, including their complexity. Note that scons is not associa- 
tive, commutative, or idempotent, but enjoys closely related properties, namely, 
scons( x, scons(y, s) ) = scons(y, scons( x, s) ) andscons( x, scons( x, s) ) = scons( x, s ) . These 
properties are more correctly referred to as permutation and absorption, respectively. 
The dscons operator bears the same relation with + (disjoint-union) as scons bears 
with u. Unlike u and +, the first argument of scons and dscons does not have to 
be a set. We consider scons and dscons (rather than u or +) because they have prov- 
en to be of more practical interest in set-oriented declarative programming kmguag- 
es [16,2,4,5,17,28]. 
Finally, we establish the standard or Herbrand structure, and justify that the per- 
mutation and absorption properties of scons are indeed adequate for deriving the 
structure, as sometimes assumed in the literature. We also show that the Herbrand 
interpretations model SetAx, which is not immediate since SetAx is not all in definite 
clausal form. Together, these results provide a rigorous foundation for the set con- 
structors in the context of logical semantics. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give the set con- 
structors in a first-order logical framework. We give a transform for dscons so that 
it can be understood in terms ofscons. In Section 3, we present the set axioms SetAx, 
in Section 4 we prove their consistency, and in Section 5 we show their equivalence 
with finite set theory. In Section 6, we use set unification to justify the adequacy of 
the freeness axioms in SetAx. In Section 7, we establish the Herbrand structure and 
show that Herbrand interpretations model SetAx. Finally, in Section 8, we present 
our conclusions and further comparisons with related work. 
Our usage of standard efinitions of logic programming follows that in [22]. We 
also make use of a few results from [7,29] in relating our set constructors to finite 
sets. 
2. Set constructors 
We consider the set constructors in a logical framework, i.e., a first-order lan- 
guage L with equality, having an alphabet Z possessing a set of variables Zr, a finite 
set of constructor symbols Zc, a finite set of predicate symbols Zp, and auxiliary 
symbols. Constructor symbols are used to build data objects, i.e., terms. Typical 
symbols are: u, v, w,x,y,z, uo, v',.. ,  for variables, a,b,c,d, ao, b' . . . for constructor 
symbols, s, t, So, t' . . . .  for terms, and p, q, r,p~),q',.., for predicate symbols. 
We require that Zc contain the symbols {scons, 0} to represent sets, and Zp con- 
tain the symbols {=,set, E} to represent set predicates (we include equality among 
the set predicates). As a result, we will need the usual axioms of equality, viz., reflex- 
ivity and substitutivity, which we call EqAx (and which we lay out in Section 3). Let 
Z:~ denote ,~c\ {scons,01} to refer to the nonset constructor symbols. We intend the 
constant 01 to denote the empty set and the term scons(s, t) to denote {s} u t if t de- 
notes a set. We do not take dscons as a primitive constructor, but will introduce it as 
a conditionally delined symbol since it is very close in meaning to .wons. Terms o1" the 
form scons(s, t) and dwons(s, t) are called scons terms and dsL:ons terms, respectively. 
All terms that are not sets will be considered as individuals. More suggestive nota- 
tion tbr scons(x,y) and dscons(x,y) are {x/y} and {x \y} ,  respectively. We take 
dscons to be conditionally defined as follows. (All our logical definitions are labelled 
by Dn.) 
(DI) x #y-+ {x \ y} = {xly}. 
When x E .v, we regard it as a do not care situation. So we intend {x\t} to denote 
{x}ut if t denotes a set and x~t .  Thus {I,2} can be represented by 
{I/{2/0}}, {2/{1/{2/171}}}, {1\{2\01}}, etc., but not by {2\{1\{2\(D}}}. 
We will follow the convention that 
. . . .  
denotes {tl/{t,. / . . . /{t, , /t , ,~l}.. .} } for n ) 0. When we know that a scons or dscons 
term is an individual, e.g., scons( I, 2), we will usually use scons or dscons instead of 
the brace notation. The set of variables occurring in a syntactic object X will be de- 
noted by Vat(X). An arrow over a symbol will denote a tuple of objects, i.e., 
i' = (f i , . . . ,  t,,), for some m I> 0. Similarly, F = f will be used as an abbreviation for 
xz = ),z ^ . . .  ^  x, = y;, for some n >I 0. Finally, - will be used for syntactic identity. 
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The possible syntactic forms a term may have are, as usual, x or c(t~,...  ,t,), for 
some n t> 0. An alternative useful set of syntactic forms for terms is as follows. Every 
term has one of the forms {tl , t2, . . . , tm/X}, {t l , t2, . . .  ,tmlO}, or {tn,t2,... ,tm/C(t')} 
with c 6 Z? and m I> 0. When m = 0 we take the terms to be, respectively, x 0, 
and c(/;). Thus, any term t has the form {tl,... ,tin~s}, for some m >I 0 and some s 
whose outermost symbol is not scons, and this form is unique. It is useful to define 
a function last(t) such that last(t) = s. 
The following programs P1 and P2 provide illustrations of the use of the set con- 
structors. In program PI, the intended mode of use of list_set is to convert a list 
into a set, while in program P2, the intended mode of use of permute_set  is to 
convert a set of elements into a list of some permutation of the elements, with no du- 
plications. 
PI: 
list_set([ ],0) 
list_set([xly ], {x/z})~- list_set(y,z) 
P2: 
permute_set(@, []) 
permute_set({x \ y}, [xlz]) ~- permute_set(y, z) 
Thus, the query l i s t _set ( [1 ,  1],x)leads to the answer x = {1/{1/@}} = {1} and 
the query permute_set ({ l /{ l /0}} ,  x) leads to the answer x=[l] .  
In the SuRE programming language (Subsets, Relations and Equations) [13], we 
can express uch mode information more declaratively by defining these same oper- 
ations using equational and subset assertions, as shown below (note that SuRE func- 
tions can be invoked only with ground arguments): 
P3: 
list_set([ ]) = @ 
list_set([xly])-= {x/list_set(y)} 
P4: 
permuteoset(@) 2 {[]} 
permute_set({x \ y}) D {[xlz]} ,-- permute_set(y) D {z} 
We assume that programs in the lirst-order language L are in clausal form. Claus- 
es that contain dscons terms have to undergo a transformation, called the di~jointness 
tran.~/brmation, because of the way we view the dscons constructor. The transforma- 
tion adds appropriate nonmembership atoms to the bodies of these clauses. For ex- 
ample, if {x \ {y \ z} } is used in a clause C, then it is changed to {x/{y/z} , and 
y ¢. z A x ~. {y/z} is added to the body of C. For example, the transform, applied 
to P2 above, would yield 
permute_set({x/y}, [xlz]) *- permute_set(y, z),x ¢ y 
Without such a transform, since clauses are universally quantified, an instance of the 
clause C could well have y 6 z or x 6 {y/z}. The meaning of the clause would then 
depend upon some arbitrary do not care case of the definition of,'wons, something 
that is not desirable. 
Formally, the transformation is given by means of the operations t"and disjoint(t) 
where t may contain dscons subterms. The operation disjoint(t) explicates all the rel- 
evant nonmembership conditions arising from t, andthe operation ~ converts all the 
dscons in t to scons. Recall that 7= (tl,... ,t,,). Let t '= (~,.. .  ,4,), and let 
nonmem(~ = nonmem(tl ) A . . . A nonmem(tm). 
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Then disjoint(t) is given by: 
disjoint(x) =true, x E Zv, 
disjoint(c(i)) = disjoint(t-), for c E 2"c, 
disjoint({t, \ t.,})= disjoint(tl) A disjoint(t2)A h f[ ~. 
Thus, for a term t possibly containing dscons symbols, if disjoint(t) holds then the 
dscons ymbols in t can be understood in the intended sense. More precisely, we have 
EqAx ~ disjoint(t) ~ t = i, 
where EqAx is given in Section 3. 
Let ~p(s-') be a quantifier-free formula with ~" being the tuple of terms occurring in 
tp, and possibly containing dscons subterms. Then, (Vnonmem(~))~p(~) expresses that 
tp is universally closed relative to the intended usage of dscons. Similarly, 
(3nonmem(s-'))~p(~) expresses that tp is existentially closed relative to the intended us- 
age of dscons. In particular, when tp is a clause A(~') ,-- B(t-'), where ~' and t" are the 
tuples of terms appearing in the head and body, then the disjoint transform of the 
clause is given by: 
A(~) .-- B(~, disjoint(~), disjoint(t-). 
3. The set axioms 
We now axiomatise the intended interpretations of the set-theoretic predicates 
and constructors in a theory SetAx. To do so, we will also need definitions to express 
the logical statements more meaningfully. Since some of the definitions will need 
some of the axioms or their consequences for their justification, and since some of 
the axioms are better stated using some of the definitions, we will give the definitions, 
axioms and theorems in an interleaved manner. We repeat here the definition DI, tbr 
the sake of completeness. 
(DI) x ~Z Y ~" {x \y}  = {x/y} ,  
(D2) 0' ~ z -- Yx(x E y =~ x E z)) -- setO') A set(z), 
(D3) imliv(x) ~ ~set(x). 
Defined symbols augment the set of terms and tbrmulae. We adopt the following 
convention. Unless otherwise stated, a term will ordinarily contain only primitive 
symbols, while a formula may contain defined predicate symbols as well. 
Let SetAx be the tbllowing axioms and axiom schemas: 
Finite Sets (FinSetAx): 
(FSI) set(O), 
(FS2) set( {x/y} ) , -  set(v), 
(FS3) indiv(c(~)) for all c E Zp, 
(FS4) indiv( {x/y} ) , -  indiv(y), 
(FS5) induction(z, ~, ~O) . -  set(z) where reduction(z, ~, ~,) =_ [¢(~, /~) A [VxVy(set(y) 
Ax E z ^ y  C_ z ^  ~,(y, 9)) ---* ¢({x/y},i~)]] ---, ¢(z,//) and ~ involves only set predi- 
cates and definitions, and ff are its extra free variables. 
Membership (MemAx): 
(MI)x ~0, 
(M2) x ~ y ~- indiv(y), 
(M3) (x E {y/z} ,-, x = y v x E z) ~ set(z), 
(M4) set(z) A z # 0 ~ 3x(x E z A Vy0, E x ~ y ~ z)), 
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Permutation and Absorption (PAAx): 
(PAl) {x/{y /z}}  = {y /{x /z}}  ,--- set(z), 
(PA2) {xi{xl:}.} = {.,,-/--} , - se t ( : ) ,  
Equality (EqAx): 
(I1) x =x,  
(12) ,~ = ,~ ,--- xl = Yt A. . .  A x~ = k;,, 
(I3) c(.~) = c(j;) ~ ,~ = ,~ for all c E ~c, 
(I4) (p(.7) ~ p(~)) ~ :~ = ~ for all p E F,p, 
Freeness ( FreeAx): 
(F1) c(~) ~ d07) for all c,d E Z,c such that c ~ d, 
(F2) c(,V) ~ c07) ~ ~(~ = ~) for all c E 2~?, 
(F3) (scons(xl,x2) # sconsO, l,y2 ) , -  ~(xl = yl Ax2 =Y2)) ~ indiv(x2) A ind iv~) ,  
(F4) t[x] ~ x ,--- indit,(t[x]), 
(F5) {4x]/y} # x. 
We briefly motivate the above axioms. Axioms FSI-4 state which terms denote 
sets and which denote individuals. The induction axiom FS5 is needed to capture 
the notion of finiteness of sets, as is well known in set theory. While at first it may 
not appear natural, the need for it becomes apparent in proving even simple proper- 
ties such as Proposition 2below. The membership axioms M 1-3 state when two terms 
are in the member elation and when they are not. The axiom M4 is just the axiom of 
regularity of ZF and is included here since it is not deducible from the other axioms 
of SetAx. Axioms PAl-2 express that finite sets do not differ on account of order or 
repetition of their elements in their enumerations. The equality axioms EqAx are the 
usual rules of reflexivity and substitutivity of the equality predicate. 
The freeness axioms Free,4x are needed to assert certain nonmembership relations, 
for use with the dscons constructor. Statements about (non)membership can be re- 
duced to statements about (in)equalities, and vice versa. For example, the dscons 
term {I \{2/(/)}} is well-defined as a set if 1 ¢ {2/(/)}, i.e., if l ~ 2. More generally, 
we want Fret.,Ax to be such that terms that are not provably equal from the rest of 
the axioms can be proved unequal with the aid of FreeAx. As such, the axioms 
FI-5 are motivated by unification, i.e., the nonunifiable cases of terms, correspond- 
ing to faihtre of logical consequence from SetAx, motivate the inequality axioms. 
Axiom FI expresses that different constructor symbols lead to distinct erms. Axioms 
F2-3 express injectivity, while axioms F4-5 are like the occurs check axiom (and were 
described in [17]). The notation t[x] refers to a term t with x occurring somewhere in
it. The axiom F5 imitates axiom M4 to a certain extent. For example x ~ x can be 
deduced from either. 
Let SetAx- = SetAx \ FreeAx. Then SetAx- is the appropriate theory when the 
scons constructor alone is considered, while SetAx is the appropriate theory when 
both scons and dscons are considered. Also SetAx is the appropriate theory when 
scons alone together with nonmembership relations are considered. We now list some 
properties of SetAx. They find use in subsequent proofs. 
Proposition 3.1. SetAx ~ ¢p, where ~# is alo' o1~" 
(i) x ~ y ~ set(y), 
(ii) set (z )~ x ~_~ {x/z}, 
(iii) x ~ z ~ x ¢= {y /z} ,  
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(iv) set(z) .-. se t ({x , /{x2 / . . .  {x ,12} . . .}})  fo~ any n >i 1, 
(v) set(z) --, (x E {x l /{x21"  " {x,,/z}.- .}} ~ x = xl V . . . V x = x,  V x E z) fo r  
any n >_. l. 
Proposition 3.2. SetAx ~ ~p, where ~p is any of" 
(i) x E y -+ qz 0, = {x/z} A set(z) A x ~ z), 
(ii) set(z) ---, z = 0 V 3x(x E z), 
(iii) x E y ~ {x /y}  = y,  
(iv) set(x) --. s ~ x for  any term s containing x. 
Proof. (i): Use induction axiom FS5 with ~,0',x) =--x E y ~ 3z(y = {x/z}  A set(z)A 
x~z) .  
(ii): Use induction axiom FS5 with 1O(z) = z = 0 v ~r(x E z). 
(iii)-(iv): These are immediate from (i) and other axioms. [] 
In models of ZF, non-well-founded sets, such as an infinite sequence 
...sk+! E sk E .. .  E s: E sl, do not exist. Such sequences appear possible in models 
of SetAx  and SetAx- - for e.g., consider the sequence s, = {si+l /{ i /O}} for all 
i >t !. (In ZF, infinite sets are used to show that such sequences cannot exist.) How- 
ever, infinite sequences in which the sets repeat, i.e., si = sj for some i ~ j, do not ex- 
ist, as shown by the next proposition. 
Proposition 3.3. For any n >I 1. 
that x, E x,_ I E . . .  xi E xn. That 
Xn E Xn. I E . . .X l  E Xn). 
there is no sequence o f  sets x l , . . . , xn  such 
is, SetAx ~ --,3xt,... ,x,,(set(xt ) A . . .  A set(xn)A 
Proof. Suppose there were such a sequence. Then we can use Prop. 2(i) and F5 to 
show a contradiction. [] 
4. Consistency of setax 
We build a structure .~ = (U, Ze, Zc) from classical set theory as follows. We in- 
ductively construct he universe U as the union of a collection I of individuals and a 
collection S of finite sets. Below, ~,  stands for the finite-powerset operator, i.e., it 
gives the collection of all f inite subsets of a set. We represent all finite sets in the 
universe by enumerating their elements within braces. Thus { } stands for the empty 
set. 
lo=0, So=0, Uo=/oU& 
and for i >_. 1 
I, = {c(£) I c ~ £'~,c n-ary, n I> 0,.7 ~ U:II} 
U {scons(x~,x:) I x~ ~ U,_l,x,. ~ 1,_1 }, 
S: = .~t~.CU:-~), 
U~=l, uS,. 
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Finally, we define 
s=Us,, 
In the above construction, 
u=Uui. 
i< u) 
note that when i-----1, /~ and S; simplify to 
11 = {c I c a constant in Zc, C ~ 0}, and S! = {{}}. Also, the objects in Ii, i >i 1, 
are not sets. If x ,y E S, then x = y iff they have the same members. I f  x,y E I and 
x = a(~),y - b(F) for some a,b E X-6U {scons} and some ff, F of the appropriate 
kind, then x = y iff a - b and K = F. 
Some properties based on the above construction are: (i) I;, Si, and U~ are mono- 
tonic in i, i.e., for 0 ~< i ~< j, li c_ lj, Si c_ Sj, and Ui c_ Uj, (ii) / f3 S = 0, and (iii) 
I U S = U. F rom these, it follows that, for every object e, there is a least level in 
the universe at which it occurs; and any other object mentioning e occurs at a level 
that is at least one higher than e. Note that saying x E I and x occurs at a least level 
i > 0 is the same as saying it is the unique i such that x E l i  \ I~_ ~. Similarly for x E S 
and x E U. 
The constructor interpretations in ,~ are given by: 
(i) c '~ (~) - c(2) for c E S? and ~ E U", 
(ii) 0 ~ = {}, and 
(iii) scons ~ (x, y) = scons(x, 39, if x E U, y E I 
scons':~ (x,y) = {x} Uy, i fx  E U,y E S. 
Here, c ~ (2) E I for c E 2?, 0 ~ E S, and scons ~ (x,y) E S iff y E S. From the con- 
structor interpretations, it follows from a simple inductive proof that for a term t 
with free variables x, ~, if x is assigned an object in U whose least level is i i> 1, then 
for any assignment V,E U", n >t O, we have t ~ E Uj \ Uj_~ for some j ~> i. Here. if 
t = {sl . . . .  ,s,,,/x}, m >1 0 and x does not occur in sl . . . .  ,s,,,, then j = i is possible. 
. .  
In all other cases of t, we have j > i. 
For predicate interpretations in .T, we need only specify interpretations for the set 
predicate symbols, and can leave the oth~,s arbitrary. Let x,y E U. Then the set 
predicate interpretations are: 
(i) set* (x) ¢-----> x E S, 
(ii) xE  ~y  ~ yESandxE.v ,  
( i i i )x=~y ¢=,  x=y.  
Here, x E y and x = y have their usual meanings, viz., membership and identity, res- 
pectively. 
Theorem 4 .1 . .~  ~ SetAx. 
Proof. By considering each set axiom in turn and using the above construction and 
its properties. We illustrate for the cases of axioms FS5, M4, PAl and F5 below; the 
remaining cases are treated in [11]. 
(~$5): Let z E U, and f/E U", for some n >/0. Assume serf (z), i.e., z E S. Assume 
Ip(O,~) and VxVy(set(y) Ax E z A y C_ z A ¢0' ,~) ~ ¢({x/y},f i ) )  are satisfied in .~. 
ro show (¢(z,~))'. 
Case ( l ) . ' z  = {}. So (¢(z,~)) '~, from the assumption. 
Case (2 ) ' z  ¢ {}. Letz = {xl . . . . .  x~.}, k t> 1. Consider the sets v~ E U, defined by: 
v~ = {xl . . . .  ,x,}, for O<~i<~k. Claim: For ali i~> O, if i<,k, then (¢(v,,ff)) ~ holds. 
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Proof of the claim is by induction on i, and is trivial. Applying the claim to i = k, we 
get ok = z and (~(z, if)) '~. 
(M4): Assume z E S and z ~- {}. So z = {xl,... ,x,,} for some m ~ 1. If any xj E 1 
or xj = { }, for 1 ~< j <~ m, then xj is a witness to the consequent. When every xj E S 
and xj # { }, for 1 ~< j <~ m, then let ij be the least level of occurrence of xj. Choose 
i=  min(i~,...,im) and let Xl E Si. We have xl = {y~,. . . ,y, ,} for some n i> 1, and 
yk E Ui_~, for 1 <~ k ~< n. So, the least level of occurrence of any yk is below i, whereas 
every element of z occurs at a least level equal to or greater than i. Therefore, no el- 
ement of xt is in z and xt is a witness to the consequent. 
(PAl): Let x,y, z E U. Assume set (z), i.e., z ES .  We have ({x /{y /z}})  J 
= {x} U {y}  U z = {y}  U {x}  U z = ({Yl{xlz~ })'3. 
(F5): Let x,~' be the free variables of s. So x,y, ~ are the free variables of scons(s,y) 
with possibly x = y. Let x,y  E U, ~ E U" be an assignment of these variables. Let 
x ~ U~ \ U,_~. 
Case (1): y E I. Then (indiv(scons(s, y) ) ) ~ holds with scons(s, y) containing x and 
different from x. So (scons(s,y) ~ x) "~" by F4. 
Case (2)" yES .  Let s~E Uj\/~6-1. Then j>>.i. Suppose y= {}. Then 
(scons(s,y)) ~ = {s ~ } E Sj+t \ Sj. So j + 1 :!, i and (scons(s,y) ~ x) "~. Suppose 
y # {}, i.e., y= {xl,... ,x,,,},m >1 1, and Xl , . . . ,x ,  are all present in Uk and k is 
the least such level at which they are all present. Let l=max( j ,k ) .  So 
(scons(s, y) )" = {s~,xl,. . .  ,x,,} E S~+l \ St. Hence 1 + 1 > i, and thus it follows that 
(scons(s,y) ~ x)" .  [] 
5. Relating SetAx to ZF 
In this section we justify SetAx- to be an adequate theory of finite sets for logic 
programming Vve do so by relating SetAx- and ZF restricted to finite sets, as fol- 
lows: The language of ZF has the primitive symbols 0, E, and =, while other con- 
structor and predicate symbols are neither assumed nor excluded. The symbol set 
is a defined one in ZF but equivalently may be taken as a primitive and its definition 
taken as an axiom. We begin with ZF without the axiom of infinity (ZF-), together 
with set(x) ---, finite(x), which we take as an adequate mathematical theory of finite 
sets (see [7] Ch. 2, Section 3.6). To this we add a definition of scons, viz., 
set(y) ~ {x/y} = {x} u y. From the motivations underlying SetAx we see the need 
to make explicit assumptions about constructor symbols. We take FS3 and FS4 to 
be those assumptions (FS4 is an assumption about scons not covered by its defini- 
tion). Now let RnZF refer to the entire collection of these axioms. We then show that 
SetAx- is equivalent to FinZF. The forward direction essentially uses induction while 
the reverse direction uses well-known properties of ZF. 
We list ZF- below (except for the standard properties of reflexivity and subs- 
titutivity of the equality relation). 
Definition (SetDe f ): 
set(y) ~ 3x(x E y) v y = 0 
Axiom of Extensionality (ExtAx): 
set(y) A set(z) ~ (Vx(x E y ~ x E z) ~ y = z) 
Sum Axiom (SumAx): 
set(y) ~ ~(set(z) A Vx(x E z ,--, 3u(set(u) Ax  E u Au  E y))) 
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Powerset Axiom (PowerAx): 
set(y) ~ 3z(set(z) A Vx(set(x) --. (x E z ~ x C y) ) ) 
Axiom Schema of Replacement (ReplAx): 
set(u) ~ (VxVyVz(x E u A tp(x,y, ~) A q~(x,z, fi',) ~ y = z) 
3v(set(v) A Vy(y E v ~ 3x(x E u A q~(x,y, ~))))) 
Axiom of Regularity (RegAx): 
set(z) A z ~ 0 --* ~Lv(x E z A Vy(y E x ~ y ~ z) ) 
Axiom of Choice (ChoiceAx): 
For any set y there is a fimction f such that 
for any nonempty subset z o f  y, f (z) E z. 
Theorem 5.1. SetAx ~ tp, where tp is any of." (i) SetDef , (ii) ExtAx, (iii) SumAx, (iv) 
PowerAx, (v) RegAx, and (vi) ReplAx. 
Proof. (i) SetDef: Straightforward. The remaining are proved using the induction 
axiom. We just give the g, in each case. 
(ii) ExtAx: d/O, ) =_ Vz(set(z) A Vx(x E v ~ x E z) ~ y = z). 
(iii) SumAx: ~b(y) =_ 3z(set(z) A Vx(x E z ~ 3u(set(u) /X x E u A u E y))). 
(iv) PowerAx: ~(y) = 3z(set(z) A Vx(set(x) --~ (x E z ,~ x C_ y))). 
(v) ReplAx: ~(u, ~') = VxVyVz(x E u A tp(x.y, ~,) A ,?(x,z, ~') ~ y = z) 
3v(set(v) A Vy(y E v ,--. 3x(x E u A q~(x,y, f~)))). 
At the induction step in (iii) and (iv), an auxiliary induction is required to show that 
a certain set, which cannot be expressed purely as a scons term, exists. For example, 
the overall proof for SumAx is as follows. 
Assume set(y). 
Basis." It is easy to show ~,(O). Take 0 as witness for z. 
Induction step." To show Vx',y'(set()¢) Ax' E v A y' C_ y A qi(y') --, O({x' /Y})) .  As- 
sume set(y),  x' E y, )~ C_ y and ip(y'). 
Case(l)" indiv(x'). Since x' has no elements, a witness for z in q~(y') is a witness for 
z in q1({x'/y'}). It is easy to show that ~({x'/y'}) ~ O(Y'). 
Case(2)" set(x'). The intuition is as follows. Let z~ be a witness for z in ap(y'), i.e., 
zl = OY'. Then, we want U{x'/y'} = x 'u  (UY ' )= x' u zl to be a witness for z in 
d/( {x'/y'} ). But, we cannot express x'U zl as a scons term since actual elements of 
x' are not known. So, we do an auxiliary induction on x' as follows. 
We show that induction(x',y',p) holds, where p(x',y') - d/({x'/y'}), and 
induction(x', y', p) = 
p(0,y') A 
Vx",y"[set(y") A x" E x' A y '  C_ x' A p(y",y') --* p({x"/y"},y')] ---* p(x',y'). 
The auxiliary basis step p(O,y') = ~,({0/y'}) is established in the same way as for 
Case (1) since 0 has no elements. The auxiliary induction step is established by using 
If I! ~l {x"/z,.} as a witness for z in p({x /y  },3 ), where z: is a ~vitness for z in P0"',Y'). Thus 
we have p(x'/y'), i.e., ~({x'/y'}).  Hence ~0'). [] 
We need to develop the theory further before deducing the remaining axiom 
ChoiceAx of ZF-  from SetAx-. But we can now directly borrow in SetAx- all the 
properties of the axioms of ZF -  deduced in above theorem. 
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In SetAx and SetAx-, we adopt all the defined symbols of ZF associated with ZF-,  
except set, which is taken as primitive in SetAx. These adopted symbols are given the 
same definitions in SetAx as in ZF. That the definitions are well-defined in SetAx 
follows from their weil-definedness in ZF- and from Theorem 5. We list some of 
these definitions below. 
(D4) ({ x J tp(x, ~) } = y ~ set(y) A Vx(x E y ~ tp(x, i/))) 
~- 3y(set(y) A Vx(x E y ~-~ tp(x, ~))). 
Here, :7 are the other free variables in t#. The antecedent expresses the condition of 
interest, Viz., that the intuitively appropriate collection specified by the set ab- 
straction does form a (finite) set. Some of the definitions below are specified u3ing 
set abstraction. In each case, the intuitively appropriate collection does exist as a 
set, because it is known to do so in ZF-.  
(D5) (y n z = {x J x E y A x E z} ) *-- set(),)/\  set(z), 
(D6) (y tO z = {x J x E y V x E z} ) ,-- set(y) A set(z), 
(D7) (~(y) = {xlset(x) Ax C_ y}) ~ set(y), 
(D8) UY = {xJ ~(x E z A z E y)} ~ setO,), 
(D9) {y,z} ---= w ~ set(w) A Vx(x E w ~ x = y Y x = z), 
(Dl0  {x} = {x,x}, 
{x,y,z} = {x,y} U {z}, 
{x,y,z. w} = {x,y} U {z, w}, and so on. 
tl Similarly, other definitions needed are of set difference y \ z, union of sets O,_-j x;, 
ordered pair (x,y), a set being a relation relation(u), a set being a function fi~nction(f), 
and the value of a function at an argument f (x)  = y. Their definitions are as in [29] 
Ch. 2,3. Using these definitions a formal statement of the Axiom of Choice can be giv- 
en, and it can be deduced using induction, as is well-known in set theory ([7] p. 62). 
Axiom of Choice (ChoiceAx): 
set(z) -.-, 3f(set(f) A./imction(f) A Vx(set(x) Ax C z A x # 0 --, f (x)  E x)). 
Now we can show that &,tAx ~ ChoiceAx its tbllows. Assume set(z) and use induc- 
tion axiom with 
qJ(:) ~ 3f(set(f) A /imction(f) A Vx(set(x) Ax C z Ax # 0 --, .l'(x) E x)). 
The following definition of minimality is used to give the definition of finiteness in 
sets. It states that a set x is minimal amongst a collection of sets y if it is minimal with 
respect to the order relation c. For example, ify = { { 1,2 }, { I }, { 3 } }, then x = { 1 } is 
a minimal element in y, as is {3}, i.e., minimal({l},y) and minimal( {3 }, y) hold. We 
follow Tarski's definition of finiteness which states that a set z is finite exactly when 
every nonempty family of subsets o f :  has a minimal element. The more usual defi- 
nition of finiteness of a set, viz., being equinumerous to a natural number is known 
to be equivalent to Tarski's definition ([29] Sections 4.2 and 5.2). 
(Dl l )  [mi~, imai(x,y)~[x6y ^ set(x) A Vz[set(z) Az6yAzC_x~z=x] ] ]  
--  set~v) 
(DI2) [finite(z) ~ Vy[set(y) A y #- q} Ay C .#(..-) -., Rrminimai(x,y)]] ~ set(z). 
Some properties based on the above definitions are given next. They establish that 
scons does indeed have its intended meaning, and that set in &,tAx- does refer to fi- 
nite sets. 
Theorem 5,2, SetAx- ~= ~p, where ~o is any of" 
(i) setO,) - -  {x/y} = Ix} U y; 
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(ii) (x&Y~/ 9 l l {xn/O} l 9 0)) = {xl ,x2,. . ,x,} for any n 2 1; 
(iii) set(z) ---) finite(z). 
Proof. (i): Assume set(y). So set({x/y}) by FS2. Also set({x} U y) by D9, DlO, D7 
and D4. Now we show Vz(z E {x/y} ++ z E {x} U y), and apply ExtAx. We have 
= E WY1 * = =xVzfY - zE{x}VzEy c-) z E {x} U y, by M3 and from 
properties of ZF-, viz., Theorems 43 and 20, Ch. 2 [29]. 
(ii): By induction on n and from D9 and DlO. 
(iii): Assume set(z) and use induction axiom with e(z) = finite(z) = Vy[set(y) 
A y # 0 A y s 9(z) + 3xminimal(x, yj]. Cl 
We have not gone into the issue of the independence of each of the axioms of 
SetAx as it is inessential to this work. We note that axiom FS3 can be deduced from 
the remaining axioms (from Fl and Prop. l(i)). 
Finally, we have the reverse implication. 
Theorem 5.3. PbzZF b SetAx-. 
Proof. Straightforward, using the properties of ZF-, such as in Chs. 2 and 4 & [29]. 
We give a few cases below; the full proof considering all cases is given in Jana’s 
dissertation [ 111. 
RnSetAx: (FSS): We have set(z) h finite(z) ---) induction(z, I?, $ j, by Theorem 32, 
Ch. 4 [29]. Hence set(z) -+ induction@, i3, Ic/) since set(z) -b finite(z) is in FinZF. 
MemAx: (M3): Assume set(z). Now x = y v x E z ++ x E {_y }v x E z - x E {y} Uz 
++ x E {y/z}, by Theorems 43 and 20, Ch. 2 [29], and by definition of scans. 
PAAx: (PAl): Assume set(z). So set({y} u z) and set({x} U z), i.e., set({y/z}) and 
set( {x/z}). From definition of SCOIIS, and from Theorems 22 and 21 q Ch. 2 [29], we 
(xl(yIz)) = {x} u (y/z) = {x} u (y} u &? = {y} lJ {x} uz = (y) lJ (x/z) = (VI 
/z)), (PA2): Assume set(z). So set({x) UZ), i.e., set({x/z)). From definition of 
SCc)I1S, and from Theorems 22 and 23, Ch. 2 [29], we get (x/(x,Iz)) = 
(x} l.l (x/z) = {x} hJ {x) uz = {x) u z = (x/z). 
6. Unification and freeness in SetAx 
AS noted in the introduction, our main motivation for discussing unification is to 
justify that the freeness axioms of SetAx are an adequate system to enforce inequal- 
ities among objects that are not provably equal in SetAx-‘. 
We note at the outset hat certain inequalities can be deduced in SetAx- itself, such 
as x # y c- set(x) A indio(y), and 0) # z +- +x(x E y +-+ x E z)) +- set(y) A set(z). 
(The latter is just the contrapositive of the converse of ExtAx.) Also, M4 helps to de- 
duce inequalities like x # {x). arrd y # {{v)). 
Our presentation of the unification procedure is based on the following proposi- 
tion. 
Proposition 6.1. SetAx- q, dere cp is any oj 
(i) set(w) 3 ({xl,. . . ,x,/w) = (yi;:-s.-..!y,,/w) 
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+-+ (V]__,((x, = ys ^  {x , , . . .  ,x, lw} = {y l , . . .  ,Yj-i,Yj+l,... ,y,,Iw}) 
V(x, = yj A {x,,.. .  ,Xm/W} = {y,,. . .  ,Yj-i,Yj+,,... ,y,/w}) 
V(Xl = yj A {xz, ... ,x.lw} = {y,,. . .  ,y,/w})) 
v:lz(set(z) A w = {xl/z} A {xz,... ,x,,/z} = {yl, . . .  ,y,/z}))); 
(ii) set(x) A set(y) ~ ({xl/x} = {Yt/Y} 
((xi = yl A x = y) V 3z(set(z) A x = {yl/z} A y = {Xl/z}) 
V(Xl =Yl Ay= {xi/x}) V (xi =y l  Ax= {yl/y}))). 
Proof. (i): Assume set(w). (*--): Straightforward. (--.): Take cases ofxl E {yl , . . .  ,3',,} 
and xl ¢ {Yi,... ,Y,,}. 
Case (1): xl E {yl , . . . ,y ,}.  Let 1 ~j<~n. We have a number of subcases, one for 
each j. Hence, we index the subcases by j. Subcase (l .j): xl = y j. Take combinations 
of cases of xl being in and not being in {x2, . . . .  xm/w}, with cases of yj being in and 
not being in {yl, . . .  ,yj-i,yj+i,... ,y,/w}. We show two of these combinations. 
Subsubcase (l.j.l): xl ¢ {x2, . . . .  Xm/W}, yj qg {Yl,...,Yj-I,Yj+I . . . .  ,y,/w}. SO, 
{X2,... ,Xm/W} --  {y,,.. .  , .Vj- , , )~,, . . . ,  y,/w}. 
Subsubcase (14.2): x~ ~ {x., . . . .  ,x,,/w}, yj ~_ {yl, . . . ,yj_ l ,yj+~,.. . ,y, /w}. So, 
{xl,...,Xm/W} = {yl , . . . ,y j - l ,y j+i , . . . ,y , /w}.  
The subsubcase (1./.4) of xl E {x,.,...,Xm/W}, yj E {Yl, . . . .  Y i- l ,Yj+i,.. . ,Y,/W} 
gives the same conclusion as subsubcase (14.1). 
Case (2): xl ¢ {yl, . . . .  y,,}. So, xl 6 w, i.e., 3z(set(z) A w = {xl/z} Axl ez) .  
Then, set(z) A w= {xl/z} Axl ¢: z. Subcase (2.1): xl ¢ {x., . . . .  ,x,,,}. So, 
{x, , . . . ,x~/z} = {yl,.. . ,y,,/z} by removing xl from {Xl,...,Xm/W} and from 
{.V l , . . . ,y , /w}.  Hence 3z(set(z) A w- :  {Xl/Z} A {x2 , . . . , xm/z}  = {y l , . . . , ) ; , / z} ) .  
Subcase (2.2): xl ~ {x,,. . . ,x,,}. It is easy to see that 3z~(set(z~)A 
w = {xl/zt} A {x2, . . . .  x,,,/z,} = {yi,...,.I,,,/z,}) by using {xi/z}) as witness for zt. 
(ii): Assume set(x), set0,). (,:-): Straightlbrward. (- .):  Take combinations of cases 
of x, ft x, x, E x, with cases of v, ¢ y, and y~ E y. We show three of these cases. 
Case (I):  xl q~x, yt e y. Subcase (I.1): xl =y, .  Then x=.v. So, xl = yl Ax=.v.  
Subcase (I.2): xt ¢ yr. Then, xt E y, i.e., 3zCset(z) Ay= {xl/z} Axl q~z). So, 
{XI/X} = {Yl l{Xl lZ}} = {Xll{Yl/Z}}. Then, xl ¢ {yl/z}. So, x= {YllZ}. Thus, 
3z(setCz) A x = {yl/z} A y = {xl/z}). 
Case (2): xl ~ x, yI ~- y. So, y = {xt]x}, and yl E {xl/x}, i.e., .vl = xl or yl E x. 
Subcase (2.1): yl =xl .  So, xi =y lAy= {xl/x}. Subcase (2.2): yi E x. So, 
~(set (z )Ax={y l / z}) ,  i.e., set(z) Ax={y l / z} .  It is easy to see that 
y= {x,l{y, iz}} = {x,l{x,/z}} = {x,/z}.  Thus,  ~(set(z) Ax= {yilz} AV= 
Case (4): xi E x, y, E y. So, x = y, and 3z(set(z) Ax = {xl/z}), i.e., x = {xl/z}. 
Therefore, Yl E {Xl/Z}. Subcase (4.1): Yi =xl.  So, x= {yi/z} Ay= {xllz}, i.e., 
~(set (z )Ax= {yi/z} Ay= {xl/z}). Subcase (4.2): yi Ez. So, ?itzl(set(zi)^ 
z = {Ylizl}), i.e., set(zi) ^ z  = {Yllzi}. It is easy to see that x = {yl i{xl ,yl iz l}} and 
y= {xl/{xl,yl /zl}}. Thus, 3z(set(z) Ax= {yl/z} Ay= {xl/z}) (take {xi,YllZl} as 
witness). [] 
In our context, unification involves not just solving equality constraints, but is 
generalized to solving a conjunction of atoms involving the set predicates set, =, 
and E. We use the term constraint not in the specific sense in which it is meant in 
CLP languages [10], but rather in the general sense of an atom whose head is either 
a set-predicate, an equality-predicate, or a membership-predicate. The unification 
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process repeatedly transforms a given unification problem using rewrite rules until it 
ultimately ends in simplified forms called solved forms. Solved forms have the desir- 
able property that all solutions can be easily read off from them. 
The rewrite rules are formed from equivalences such as those in the above prop- 
osition. Thus, an atom of the form appearing on the lhs of the equivalence is rewrit- 
ten by any of the disjuncts appearing on the rhs of the equivalence. This rewriting is a 
nondeterministic process because, in general, there could be multiple maximally gen- 
eral unifiers. We would like to note that our use of a nondeterministic rewriting pro- 
cess should not be surprising. In this respect, set unification is similar to other 
unification problems where an equality theory is involved, e.g., the unification of 
typed lambda terms [9,25]. The unification procedure in these papers is also given 
in terms of a nondeterministic rewriting process. 
From the above proposition, we see that in solving a set equation, other objects 
such as existential variables or the set predicate can appear in a disjunct on the 
rhs of the equivalence. Hence, our definitions below reflect these additional forms. 
A constraint 7. is a conjunction of the form 3~(A~ A. . .  A A,,), where n/> 0 and each 
Ai is of the form set(s), s = t, or s E t. The -= are the bound variables of 7.. The free 
variables of X are denoted by Var(g) and we seek values of these variables for which 
there are values of the existential variables that make the constraint hold in SetAx. It 
is convenient to abbreviate a constraint as a multiset K = 3~'{A~}';' ! and let Vat(K) be 
its free variables. 
A soh,ed .~,'m ~ is a constraint of the form 3~{set(yt) . . . .  ,setO',,,),xi =tl ,  
. . . ,x,, = t, } where m, n >i 0, and the x;'s are distinct free variables that occur exactly 
once in ~. Also, each existential variable occurs at least once in the multiset, and if 
any 3!j is an existential variable, then it occurs among the t~. For example, 
~t =- 3zt{x = { l/zl },set(zl),z =f(u ,  l),y = O} is a solved form, and all its solutions 
can be read offby giving all possible set values for zl and all possible values for u, and 
thereby obtaining the values ofx, z, and y. After this, the existential variable zt can be 
omitted or forgotten, leaving only the values of the free variables. 
Below are the rewrite rules that can be applied to a constraint, in each rule, a 
selected atom (set, equality, or membership) is rewritten to the form on the rhs of 
the rule. One can think of this as a form of outermost rewriting (at the multiset 
level). We use the convention that w, x, y, and z are variables at the term-level 
(not variables at the meta-levei). Thus, for example, rules SI and $2 below do 
not overlap because SI is applicable when the argument of set is f]) but $2 is appli- 
cable only when this argument is a variable. We also remind the reader that con- 
structors c and d in the rewrite rules E8, E9, and M3 stand for uninterpreted 
function symbols. 
Here, F denotes failure in solving the constraint, and {x ~ t} represents a substi- 
tution which we take as applied on the left. By applying a substitution to a constraint 
K we mean that it is applied to the multiset of K. Also, we use the phrase 'x occurs in 
K' iff x occurs in the multiset of K. 
(SI) K U {set(O) } ~ K, 
($2) K U {set(x)} =~ K, 
if set(x) occurs in K, 
($3) 3zK U {set(z)} =~ K 
if set(z) does not occur in K, 
($4) K U {set(c(~)} =r, F 
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i fc  E L'p, 
(S5) r to {set({st /s2})} =*, r U {set(s2)}, 
(El) ~K =~ K 
if z does not occur in K, 
(E2) qzK t_J {z = t} ~ K 
if z q~ Var(t) and z does not occur in K, 
(E3) K to {x = x} ~ K, 
(E4) K tO {x = t} =v {x ~ t}K  U {x = t} 
if x ¢ Var(t) and x occurs in K, 
(ES) K tO {x = t} =v 3zK U {set(z) ,x  = t ~} 
if x E Var(t), x ~ t, 
t = {t l , . . . , tn/x} with n >i 1, and x q~ Var ( t l , . . . , tn )  
where t' =_ { t l , . . .  , t , / z} ,  z a new variable, 
(E6) K to {x = t} =~ F 
if x E Var(t), x ~ t, 
-, (t = {t i , . . .  , t , / x}  with n ~ I and x ¢! Var( t l , . . .  ,tn)), 
(E7) K to {t = x} ~ K tO {x = t} 
if t is not a variable, 
(E8) K tO {c(s-') = d(t-')} =~ F 
if c~d,  
(E9) K O {c(st , .  . . , s , )  = c(t l , .  . . , t~)} =v K tO {st = tt, . . . .  s~ =tin} 
i fm >~0, 
(EIO) K to { {s t , . . . ,Sm/W} = {t t , . . . , t , , /w}  } =~ K to {set(w),st  = tj, 
{s2 , . . . ,Sm/W} = {t l , . . . , t j - l , t i+t , . . . , t , /w}},  for 1 <<,j<~ n 
(El l )  K U { {sl, . . . ,sm/w} = {tt, . , . ,t , , /w} } =;, K U {set(w),s j  = ty, 
{st, . . . .  sin~w} = {t! . . . .  , t j o t , t j+ l , . . . , t , /w}},  for 1 <xj<<.n 
(El2) g U { {st . . .  ,s , , /w} = { f i , . . .  , t , /w}  } =~ g to {set(w),s l  = t~, 
{s,., . . . .  s , , /w} = {tt, . . . .  t , /w}},  for I <, j<,n  
(El3) K to { {st,. . .  , s , /w}  = {fi, . . .  , t , /w}  } =~ 3zK U {set(z), w = {s t / z} ,  
{s,.,. . . ,s , , /z} = {tt, .  . . ,t , , /z} } 
where z is a new variable, 
(El4) K to { {sl/s,.} = {fi/t,.} } ~ ~K O { {st /z}  = t~,s, = {f i / z} ,set (z )  }
if -,(last(s2) =_ last(t2) =_ a variable) 
where z is a new variable, 
(EIS) KId {{st/s, .} = {f i / t2}} =~ KU {st = tl,s2 = {tl/t, .},set(t, .)} 
if -,(last(s,.) - last(t,.) - a variable), 
(El6) K O { {st/s,. } = {tl/t,. } } =~ K O {st = tt, {st/s,. } = t,.,set(s2) }
if -,( last(s2) = last(t2) = a variable), 
(MI) K to {s E 0} =~ F, 
E x} =~ ~tzK to {set(z) .x  = {s/z} } 
a new variable, 
E ,'(t3} F" 
(M2) g O {s 
where z is 
(M3) K U {s 
if c E Z~, 
(M4) K O {s E {tilt,.} } =v r tO {set( last(t2)) ,s = tt }, 
(MS) K tO {s E {ti lt , .}} =~ K O {s E t2}. 
By successively applying rules to a constraint we obtain a derivation. For exam- 
pie, the following sequence constitutes a derivation where the atom being rewritten is 
underlined. 
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{{l/x} = {u/y}, {v/x} = {2/y}}, 
# El4 
3z,{set(z,),x= {utz,},y= {llz,},Tvlx} = {2/y}}, 
g E4 
3z,{set(z,),x= {u/z,},y= {l/z,}, {v/{u/z,}} = {2/y}}, 
E4 
3zt{set(z,),x= {u/z,},y= {1/z,},{v/{u/z,}} = {2/{1/z,}}}, 
E9 
qz,{set(z,),x= {u/zt},y= {1/z,},v= 2,{u/z,} = {l/z,}}, 
E9 
3z,{set(zi),x= {ulz,},y= {1/z ,} ,v -2 ,  u= l,z, =z,},  
E4 
3zt{set(zl),x= {l /z l},y= {1/zl},v= 2, u= l,z, =zl},  
E3 
3z, {set(zl),x = { 1/zl },y = { 1/z, }, v = 2, u = 1 }. 
At times, more than one rule can apply to a selected atom, such as rules E8 and 
El 3 to E15 at the first rewriting step above. Then all possible rewritings can be re- 
corded as multiple branches arising from that constraint. This leads to a tree of der- 
ivations. 
Starting from a constraint K and using the rewrite rules above repeatedly until 
none is applicable results in a finite tree of derivations, each leaf of which is either 
F or a solved form. We use the correctness and termination proof in [5] to assert his. 
The termination proof is obtained by first showing that rules SI-5 easily terminate 
from the reduction in size of terms. We invoke the proof in [5] for the termination 
of rules El-16 which are solely in terms of set and =.  Finally, rules MI-5 easily ter- 
minate by strict reduction in size of terms and because we know set and = already 
terminate. The termination proof requires that at any step of the derivation the left- 
most atom that can be rewritten be selected for rewriting. 
Proposition 6.2. Let fl = { ~.l . . . . .  ~ }.for some k >t 0 he the set o/ ali solved.forms 
obta#ted fi'om the rewriting procedure for a constra#lt 7.. Then, 
(i) SetAx- 7.), 
(ii) SetAx ~ V(7. - ,  ~ V. . .  V ~), 
Proof. (i): Consider each rewrite rule 'lhs =~ rhs' in turn and show that 
SetAx- ~ V(rhs --, ihs). By transitivity and by finiteness of the rewriting tree for 7. 
it follows that SetAx- ~ V((~ --. 7.). 
(ii): Consider all possible forms of an atom for rewriting. For each atom, suppose 
there are n >11 applicable rewrite rules 'lhs ~ rhs~', for I<~ i<~ n. Show that 
SetAx ~ V(lhs --. rhst v . . .  V rhs,,). Then, by induction on the depth of the rewrite 
tree, it is easy to show that SetAx ~ v'(X ---, ~ 'v' ... 'v' ~k). 
The following properties about SetAx and SetAx can now be deduced. 
Theorem 6.1. Let fl = {~j,. . . ,  ~k } for some k >f 0 be the set of all soh,ed fornls 
obtained from the rewriting procedure for a constraint Z. Then, 
(i) SetAx ~ V(X ,-'-, ~'1 V . . .  V ~k), 
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(ii) SetAx- }= 37. ~ f~ ¢ 0, 
(iii) SetAx ~ :t z ~ SetAx- ~ 37., 
(iv) SetAx ~ 3~ or SetAx ~ --,3y., 
(v) SetAx-~37. ~ SetAx ~ -,3;~. 
Proof. (i): Follows from the previous proposition and by quantifier and clausal ogic. 
(ii): (=~) Follows from (i) above and consistency Of SetAx. (~)  Let (E  t2 
witness f2 # 0. Starting from SetAx-~ V(( ~ X), we show SetAx-~ 3X. Let 
- -~.(set(yt )A. . .Aset(y , , )AXl  =hA. . .Ax , ,=t , )  where m, n1>O and let 
= Vat(7.) be the free variables of 7.. In none of the rewrite rules are any 
new free variables introduced, so that we have Var(~)c_ Var(7.). Hence, 
SetAx-  ~ V~,~.(set(yt) A . . .  Aset (ym) Ax l  = tt A . . .  Ax, ,  = t, --~ g). 
We next substitute instances for ~/and .~ such that the antecedent holds. Let 
substitutions O, a be 0 = {yl ~-~ 0, . . .  ,y,. ~ 0} and tr = {xl ~ Oh,.. .  ,x, ~ Ot,}. 
Clearly frO(set(y1) A . . .  Aset(ym) Axl = tt A.. .  Ax, = t,) holds in SetAx-. Hence 
SetAx- ~ VtrOz. This gives SetAx- ~- 3Z. 
(iii): Show SetAx-g 37. ~ SetAx~ 37~, which follows from (ii) and (i) above, and 
from consistency or SetAx. 
(iv): Follows from (iii), (ii), and (i) above. 
(v): Follows from (ii) and (i) above. El 
The property (v) above justifies the adequacy of FreeAx (by taking 7. - s = t or 
7, = s E t). The property (iv) above shows that SetAx is a complete theory over for- 
mulae tp of the form 37. or ~3Z. We note that SetAx is not complete over all closed 
formulae. For example. SetAx~ 3ximliv(x) and SetAxJa-,~xindiv(x), when Z~ = 0. 
These can be shown, respectively, by using a model of SetAx of pure sets and a model 
of SetAx containing at least one individual. These models can be constructed from 
the structure .~ in Section 4. 
7. Herbrand structure 
As is usual in logic programming, we seek to focus on just one kind of interpretat- 
ion, the Herbrand-like interpretations. Such interpretations have a tixed domain and 
fixed functional assignment for the constructor symbols. The domain is based on a 
quotient structure formed from the set of ground terms modulo a relation that is 
equality between ground terms. To denote that it is a quotient structure, we use 
the notation ~_. as in Herbrand ~-structure. In the context of programming, the do- 
main contains the data objects built from the (primitive and not defined) data con- 
structor symbols. The predicate interpretations are allowed us to vary, leading 
thereby to different interpretations. 
We now define the standard or Herbrand -~-structure . r /=  (U~, Zp, Zc) below. 
Let s, t be ground terms. The relation ~_ is given by: s ~ tiff SetAx ~ s = t. Here, ex 
tensionality can cause syntactically different ground terms to be related - for exam- 
ple, { I/{2/0} } ~ {2/{ 1/0} }. By virtue of EqAx, ~- is an equivalence relation. Let [t] 
denote the equivalence class containing round term t. A somewhat simpler charac- 
terization of the ~--relation is usually stated in the literature [17,26], viz., using just 
PAAx and EqAx to define the relation. Since set appears in PAAx we also need some 
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axioms from t~nSetAx. Let SetPAAx be FSI U FS2 tO PAAx U EqAx. The next proposi- 
tion justifies this more intuitive characterisation of -~. 
Propos i t ion 7.1. Let s, t be ground terms. Then SetAx ~ s = t ¢---> SetPAAx ~ s = t. 
Proof. (~)  Immediate. (~)  By induction on s,t. We show just the following case: 
s = {st,. . . ,Sm/OJ,t =-- {tl, . . . ,t , , /O},m,n >t 1. 
Let SetAx ~ sl = si, . . . .  , SetAx ~ st = si~, and SetAx~ sl = sik.~,..., 
SetAx~ s t  = s~m, where i~,..., im is a permutation of 1, . . . ,  m. We have, k 1> 1 since 
SetAx ~ /,'l = s l. 
Let SetAx ~ sl = tj~, . . ., SetAx ~ tl = tit, and SetAxP ~ sl = t/,~, " ., SetAxP~ sl = tj,,, 
where j l , . . .  ,A is a permutation of 1 . . . .  ,n. We have,/l~> 1since SetAx ~ sl c= t, i.e., 
SetAx~s l=t tV . . .VS l=t , , ,  i.e., SetAx~s l=t l  or ... or SetAx~s l=t , , ,  
by completeness of SetAx.  We also have SetAx~ si ~ {s~+,,. . . ,s~,,/O}, and 
SetAx ~ s~ q~ {tj,+,,... ,tj,,/O}. So, SetAx ~ {si,+,,... ,s,,,,/O} = {tj,+,, . . . .  ti,,/O}. 
By induction hypothesis, we have 
SetPAAx ~ st = sit, SetPAAx '~ s~ = s,,, and 
SetPAAx ~ s~ = tj,, SetPAAx F t, = t/~, and 
SetPAAx ~ {s,~+,,... ,s,,,/O} = {t / , . , , . . . , t i , , /O}.  
Thus, SeteAAx ~ {s~,. . .  ,sin~O} 
PAl 
. . . .  . . . .  
PA_  "' 
P.4. t . . . .  , / , , /O} ,  
PA. ' " ' P,II 
= {t/ ,  . . . . .  t j , , ty.~, . . . .  , t/,,/O} = {t~, . . . .  t . /O} .  [ ]  
The domain U~ of .g ,  called the i terbrand ~--Universe, is: 
U~ = {It] [t a ground term}. The constructor interpretations in .g  are, tbr all 
c E Zc: c* ([tl] . . . . .  [t,,]) = [c(tl . . . . .  t,,)]. It is easily verified that c* is well-defined. 
Let p be set, E, or =, and tl . . . . .  t,, be ground terms. Then, p* ([ti] . . . .  ,[t,,]) iff 
SetAx ~ p(tl . . . .  , t,,). It is easily verified that p~' ([tl] . . . .  , [t,,]) is well-defined. The def- 
inition is motivated by our seeking the least relations that might model SetAx .  
For example, the quotient universe construction and the above definition gives id- 
entity as the interpretation of equality, i.e., [s] = [t] iff Is] =*  [t], tbr ground terms s, t. 
Additional justification for the above set-predicate interpretations is provided by the 
following proposition. 
Propos i t ion 7.2.  Based on the above U~ and constructor #lterpretations, the set 
predicate interpretations that model  SetAx  are unique. 
Proof .  This follows from the completeness of SetAx  over the ground set predicate 
atoms. Let .~t,  .~., be two structures with the above domain U~ and above 
constructor interpretations, but with dift~rent set-predicate interpretations; and let 
• g t ,  .~2 both model SetAx.  Let p be set, E, or =, and t t , . . . ,  t,, be ground terms 
Now if SetAx ~ p(tl . . . .  ,t,,) then p*l( [ t t ] , . . . , [ t , , ] )  and p~2([t l ] , . . . , [ t , , ])  must  both 
hold. So for .,V'i and .g:2 to differ in their set-predicate interpretations, there 
must be a p and q, . . . , t , ,  such that SetAx~p( t l , . . . , t , , )  but p* ' ( [ t t ] , . . . , [ t , , ] )  
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and not pre-'([tl] . . . .  ,[t,]) hold. However, then SetAx~-~p( t l , . . . , t , , ) ,  i.e., not 
p~'~([h] . . . .  , [t,,]). Contradiction. [] 
We will subsequently show that ~ '  models SetAx.  The above proposition shows 
that the set-predicate interpretations given in ~ are the only possible ones that can 
lead to a model of SetAx (based on the fixed universe and constructor interpretat- 
ions). It is convenient to abbreviate p'* ([h],..., [t~]) as Lp(tl,..., t,,)], for a predicate 
symbol p. The next two propositions use the consistency of SetAx and the complete- 
ness of SetAx on the ground set predicate atoms. To compress the statements in the 
propositions, everal cases which are better stated separately have been combined to- 
gether. 
Proposition 7.3. The interpretation of  ~t  & ,~ is: 
(i) not [set(scons(sl,... ,seons(s,,,e(s')). . .))],  m >t 0,e 6 r?,  
(ii) [set({s~, . . . .  sm/O})], m >t 0. 
Proposition 7.4. The interpretations o f  ~ and = in .he are given/(mutual ly reeursively) 
below. (Symmetric ases are omitted. ) 
(~.i) not [s ~ scons(tt . . . .  scons(t, , ,e(7)). . .)] ,  m >t 0,c 6 2'?-, 
(e.2) Is e {tl:.... ,t,,/O}] ¢=~ [s = t,] or . . .o r  Is = t,,,], m >I 0, 
(=.1) not [c(s') = d(t')], e ~ d,c ,d  E Y,'?, 
(= .2)  [e(st . . . .  ,s,,) = c( t t , . . .  ,t,,)] ¢=~ [s, = ttl and. . ,  and Is,, = t,,], c e ~.V, 
(=.3) not [scons(st . . . .  scons(s,, ,e(s')) . . .)  = seons(tl . . . .  scons(t,,,d(t')) ...)] 
m, n >~ O, m ~ n, c, d E Y.?, 
(= .4)  [scons(st . . . .  scons(s,, ,  e(.g ) ) . . . ) = .Xcons(tt :. . . . .  s.cons(t,,,, d ( i~) ) . . . ) ] ¢: : ,  
[Sl 
(~,5) 
(=.6) 
[sl 
[,~'m 
[t~ 
= tl] amt . . ,  and [s,,, = t,,] and [c(s') = d(t')], m t> I ,e ,d  e ~V, 
not [scons(sl , . . .scons(s, , ,c(s')) . . . )  = {tl . . . .  ,t,,/O}], m,n ~ O, e E 2.'?,, 
[{sl . . . .  s,,/O} = {t l , . . . , t , , /O}]  ~ 
~: {tl,  . . . .  t , /O}] and . . . . ,u /  
e { t~ . . . . .  t,,/O }] ,nd  
{sl . . . .  ,sm/¢}]  and. . ,  and  It,, ~ (s l , . . .  ,s,,,/O}]. m,n  >i O. 
in .#', while the set predicate interpretations are fixed, the nonset predicate inter- 
pretations are allowed us to vary, since we want them to depend on the logic pro- 
gram at hand. This leads to different interpretations, and the following definition 
gives a suitable way to specify them. The th, rbrand ~_-Base, B~_, is: 
B~ = {[.4] I ,4 a ground atom with initial symbol not a set predicate}, and a Herbrand 
~--interpretation is a subset of B~. We do not include set predicate atoms in B~, be- 
cause their interpretations in ,~ are fixed and therefore can be factored out from 
consideration. 
For logic programs P, one is interested in Herbrand ~--models of P u SetAx. Hence 
it is useful to show that Herbrand ~--interpretations model SetAx. It is not immedi- 
ate that Herbrand z-interpretations model &,tAx, since SetAx is not all in definite 
clause tbrm. Examples are axioms FS5 and M3. 
We now show that .J¢ models SetAx. We have the following correspondence 
between ,,~' and .~. viz., that .J¢~ is isomorphic to .~, where ,~ is the model of 
SetAx constructed previously. Let the correspondence be given by (o°): U~ --- U, 
where 
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[0]°= {}, 
[c(t,, .... , t,,)] ° = c([tl]°,.._:, [tn]°), for c E L'p, 
[ scons( t l ,  . . . , scons(  tm, C(t ' )  ) . . .)]o = scons( [ t ,  ]°, . . . ,scons([tm]O,  [C(t,)]o)...), 
for c E Zp and m ~ 1, 
[{tl,...,t~/O}] ° = {[tl]°,...,[tm]°}, for m >t 1. 
Clearly, by induction on t, we have [t] ° E U. Also, [s] = [t] ..¢--->. Is] ° = [t] ° holds, by 
induction on s, t, and by the previous proposition. From these, it follows that (e) ° is 
well-defined. 
Theorem 7.1. ~f is isomorphic to ~,  excluding the nonset predicate interpretations. 
Proof. It is straightforward to show that (®)° is bijective, that the constructor 
interpretations correspond, i.e., (ca([tl],...,[t,,])) ° = c'~([tt]°,..., [t,,]°), and 
that the set-predicate interpretations correspond, i.e., p*([ti],...,[tn])< .~ 
p~'([t l ]° , . . . ,  [tn]°). [] 
Theorem 7.2. Every Herbrand ~--interpretation models SetAx. 
Since we have used the consistency of SetAx in proving properties that the above 
theorem depends on, we cannot substitute it for Theorem 4 for establishing that 
SetAx is consistent. However, we have not checked alternate ways of leading to the 
above theorem without using consistency. 
The above theorem justifies the following definitions. A Herbrand ~--model of a 
sentence ¢p is a Herbrand _~-interpretation that models ~p. Let q~ and ~, be sentences. 
Then ~ is a Herbrand ~_-logical consequence of ~p, denoted by ~p ~,  ~,, if ~, is true in 
all Herbrand ~_-models of ~p. 
8. Conclusions and related work 
Sets are an important data object in both mathematics and computing. Mathema- 
ticians have paid considerable attention to sets through axiomatic approaches. Log- 
ical semantics also demands imilar precision in discussing sets. Our treatment in this 
paper takes such a step by giving a rigorous support for the use of set constructors 
and finite sets in logic programming: We gave a set of axioms, collectively called Se- 
tAx, designed around the scons constructor. We distinguished between two kinds of 
set constructors, cons(x,y) and dscons(x, y), both of which have founded use in logic 
programs ,~'ith sets. Our design of Setdx was influenced by the choice of scons as a 
primitive symbol of our theory rather than as a defined one, and by the need to de- 
duce nonmembership relations between terms, to enable the use of dwons. The main 
results of this paper are: (i) we have shown that the set constructors indeed behave 
like finite sets; (ii) we have provided a framework ibr establishing the correctness of 
set unification; and (iii) we defined a Herbrand structure and provided a basis for 
discussing logical consequence s mantics for logic programs with finite sets. This sys- 
tem was used to give a declarative semantics for the language SuRE [11], and can be 
used for other languages based upon these set constructors. 
The axiom system SetAx- has essentially been described in [23], but only Section 3 
and the deduction of extensionality from SetAx of our paper overlaps with that 
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work. A different axiomatic treatment of the set constructors i given in [5] for the 
{log} programming language. In that paper the constructor scons is referred to as 
w±th. Among the main differences are (i) we have an untyped system and make 
use of the predicates set(x) and indit,(x) to test for sets and individuals respectively; 
(ii) we make crucial use of the induction axiom in our development; (iii) we consider 
permutation and absorption to be axioms, but not extensionality; and (iv) we do not 
have the notion of the kernel of a term, which is used in [5]. On a technical level, the 
most important difference isthe typed vs. the untyped approach. We do not use types 
because they are not needed to establish connections either with set theory or logic 
programming. As a result, scons(s, t) denotes a set {s} u t only if t denotes a set; oth- 
erwise, scons(s, t) denotes an individual, not a set. In this sense, the set constructor 
scons is similar to the list constructor cons of untyped functional anguages uch 
as Lisp. On a methodological level, the axioms for the w± th  constructor are to be 
taken on an intuitive basis; whether they capture all the properties of finite sets, 
i.e., whether their axioms are sufficient in addition to being plausible, has not been 
discusse d. The main contribution of this paper is that we provide a rigorous justifi- 
cation that our axioms are both plausible and sufficient o capture the notion of finite 
sets. 
Finally, we note that our work differs fundamentally in objectives from those of 
[I,220] in that we are interested in establishing logical foundations that will facilitate 
giving logical-consequence semantics, whereas the above works are primarily inter- 
ested in model-theoretic semantics. Another approach which also differs fundamen- 
tally from our work is the embedding of sets within a constraint logic programming 
(CLP) framework (e.g., [6,8,21]). Here, the emphasis is on operational semantics 
(solving set constraints or developing consistency techniques), whereas the focus 
of our paper is more on logical, or declarative, tbundations lbr set constructors. 
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